Rising Interest in Eating Experience in Japan

What did you look forward to before visiting Japan?

The answer: Eat Japanese food.

71.2%
What is 親子丼???
Literal translation

親子丼 (Oyako-donburi)

child

parent

bowl
**Literal translation**

親子丼 (Oyako-donburi)

- parent + bowl
- child

- Parent and Child bowl ?
- Chicken and Egg over rice ?
- Mother and Child Reunion ?
- Bowl of rice topped with chicken and eggs ?
- Chicken meat cooked with egg
Gurunavi developed the Multilingual Menu Conversion System

“Conversion system dictionary” based on the Big Data compiled over the 20 years.

"Oyako" chicken and egg rice bowl

Chicken covered with scrambled egg and other ingredients while being simmered in broth, served over a bowl of rice.

Cooking: Simmer
Flavor: Sugar, Warishita sauce
Ingredients: Chicken: thigh, Rice, Hen’s egg

500 tax included
Contact:

✉️ global-staff@gnavi.co.jp
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Where is she? She is here!